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JAC uses 100% Non-Cookie 

based digital marketing systems.  
Cookie marketing certainly has its place in digital political 

advertising. But it is still based solely on the people's 
behavior. The person must do something or go somewhere 
specific that corresponds to your filters before you have the 

opportunity to put information in front of them. And even 
then you are not always sure your in front of the constituent 

you truly want to be in front of. 


Economic losses from cookie based marketing due to bot fraud are projected 
to amount to $6.5 billion globally in 2017 according to the latest Bot Baseline 
report. 



Why JAC Consulting’s Device Direct 
Digital Marketing 

Highly Customized  

Using our LIVE and augmented off-line data, JAC can pinpoint and direct digital 
traffic to the potential clients who will make the biggest impact in your business. 
With over 10,000,000 data attributes and an internet distribution opportunity of 
over 6,000,000 websites JAC consulting will give your firm the visibility that 
drives profits! 

Be Where Your Constituents Are 

Digital marketing is growing at a massive rate, especially as more consumers 
connect to the internet 24/7 through smartphones and tablets. It’s not uncommon 
for people to check the internet dozens of times per day. So it’s vital for your 
company to connect to people when they are online, where ever they are on the 
internet. JAC can keep your business visible anytime and anyplace they go on 
the web. 

Our Reputation 

For fourteen years JAC Consulting has been pushing the envelope of technology 
and Innovation, seeking cutting edge strategies, unique innovations and a 
relentless commitment to success for our clients. We have worked with over a 
1000 businesses, political campaigns and non profits all over the world.

Intelligent Digital

JAC's device direct digital marketing campaigns not only deliver unparalleled 
viewing opportunities. But our systems learn and evaluate targets internet 
viewing habits to allow us to deliver digital marketing at the best times for 
maximum viewing opportunities and influence for our clients. This increases 
campaign awareness, drives company equity, and personalizes client 
interactions simultaneously across all addressable programmatic channels.



What We Do For Your Business?

 

• JAC can target people based on past over 10,000,000 attributes 
• Target people in specific locations and neighborhoods 
• Target people based on personal and professional filters
• JAC can seed an area for unique branding purposes for your firm
• Target people based on socio and economic criteria
• Distribute ads to over 6,000,000 websites for unlimited reach
• JAC Digital Marketing is Global and can help any business in 

almost any country
• And much more

 

 
Being able to target your exact prospective constituent with 
so many attribute options where ever they may be allows 
JAC to give your campaign that laser precise opportunity 
unlike anything else out there.
















Campaign Examples

All ads created by JAC Consulting



 

 

 



Nissan Case Study 

Goals 

• Target potential car buyers from specific data files list

• Increase dealership awareness and visibility in a specific area

• Drive website traffic and lead generation


Solution 

To execute an effective DigiTech digital marketing campaign to over 
20 car dealers lots in Metro Nashville area. JAC identified over 48,000 
targets to deploy digital ads to.


JAC Consulting custom designed and created 12 different ads in 6 
sizes for multiple device viewing. 


JAC Consulting executed a digital marketing campaign for 4 weeks of 
265,000 impressions to the target list. With a reset scan of the lots 
every 10 days. 

Results 

During the 4 week time frame, over 265,000 impressions were viewed 
an average of 8 times by each target person. 
The click through rate was was over 2.5%. 
Nissan of Cool Springs saw their unique website visitor traffic 
increase over 25% 






Tennis Professional Study 

Goals 

• Target a very specific client interested in tennis with income and 
lifestyle attributes


• Increase awareness of new teaching facility in District of Colombia

• Drive website traffic and generate leads


Solution 

To execute an effective Device Direct Digital marketing campaign to a 
very specific area. JAC did online & offline mapping of specific people 
and identified over 7600 target clients to deploy digital ads to.

JAC Consulting custom designed and created 3 different ads in 6 
sizes for multiple device viewing.

JAC Consulting executed a digital marketing campaign for 6 weeks of  
over 120,000 impressions to the target list.


Results 

During the 6 week time frame, over 120,000, impressions were 
viewed an average of 15 times by each mapped target.

The click through rate was was over 16.5%.



 



 

Minimum Package 

$250 monthly with a 6 month commitment 

That includes 1000 people searched from over        
1000 data attributes


 5000 Impressions delivered each month 
Over 1,200,000 websites


5 Custom designed ads 
Each month 1000 new people 
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